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This report bas been prepared with the purpose of
presenting the resUlts of tests to failure of 14 connections
for welded rigid portal frames. The tests are part of the
program on "Welded Continuous Frames and Their Components".
The general aim of the tests reported herein is to
obtain information on:
a. the behaviour of the knees in the plastic region,
b. their strength and rigidity,
and to compare with results obtained from the compression
tests.
SPECIMENS,· TEST APPARATUS~·AN.o-TESTINGPROCEDURE
". ,... <. -. - - ..
The specimens used are the connections A to N which
have been previously tested in compression. See Fig. 1.
All of the connections were tested in the aOO,OOOllb.
machine and were set with the legs at 450 with the horizontal
exactly ~s in the compression tests. A loading fixture was
bolted at each end of the spectmen with a bolts. The loads
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were transmitted through a 3" pin welded to the loading
fixture and a pair of plate l'inkS with a 3-1/4" (6 and 61-/4"
(6 boles. A 6" 0 pin was secured at each tension head ot
the machine and pulled the specimens through the links.
The specimens were whitewashed to facilitate the
observation of yield lines. One deflection gage was only
used to measure the amount the two legs are pulled apart
under different loads.
Wh1:te in the lPlastic range "criterion" readingsvi
were not taken. But, the load was applied and readings of
deflections were taken only atter the balance beam of the
machine showed no further reduction in load. This procedure
is assumed to be approximately the same as the more precise
one used during the compression tests.
The connections tested were not supported laterall~.
The following are some objections that coUld be voiced
against the test:
1. The spec~ens have been tested 1n compression
and consequently there is wide variation in the
properties .·of the material.
2. The plastic deformations and the subsequent unloading
(compression test) cause severe residual stresses.
3. The specimen has been permanently deformed and




Speci- - Initi8.lYie1d· Max. Max. Max.Mom. MaS~:MOm.~lnTeri.slon
men Load. Mom. Knee Load Moment in Compr. Max.Mom.In Compr.
'(k1ps~)' (in'.k1p's) (k1ps) (in.kips"
A 10.0 268 18.9 486 548 0.886
13 6.0 234 20.5 781 732 1.068
C 8.8 275 25.5 793 735 1.079
D 26.5 680 39.0 976 757 1.290
E 9.0 232 41.9 1050 804 1.300
F 12.() 310 41.2 1015 843 1.200
G 10.0 442 31.2 1358 1295 1.048
H 12.0 379.2 39.0 1220 1227 0.995
I 15.0 371.0 48.1 1169 1180 0.990
J 10.0 257 40.4 1006 915 1.100
K 8.0 202 24.4 613 560 1.096
L 10.0 263 27.0 686 623 1.100
M 10.0 255 26.85 674 575 1.170
N
...,'
9,.O, 2~p, , ' .•:4,.,e, 1108 ,8,9:4,. . 1.•2,38, .
.'" "",' "". ,".' '." ','!,,',f ." ,r','" .'n_.,
In general the connections sustained higher moments in
tension than in compression. Connection A did not develop
the compression.moment, because a crack developed at the
re-entrant angle.
Type 8B connection developed high moments in spite of
fact thQt cracking occurred around the maximum moment.
T1\e attached photos show the mode of· failure in. the
various connections. Failure is very similar to the one
observed in the compression tests. Ulttmate failure occurred,
atter extensive J1,e1ding, by local buckling ot the compression
fianges.
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Since knees of portal frames are very seldom
stibjected to "tension" loads and since most ot the lmees'
developed higher moments, the design of knees for "compression"
loadings seems to be ample and satisfactory.
Under "tension", welds in the knee become critical
I .
arid unless the welding is done' with care and by expert
welders 'cracks that may develop will bring about the sudden
collapse of the structure. When SUbjected to "tension"
loads the knee area under tension is much smaller (therefore
concentration) than the area under tensiC!>n in compressive
loads.
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